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toPIc 1: YouthPass anD erasmus+ Programme 
A Youthpass is a certificate which is filled during the Youth Exchange to validate youngsters experience 
and competences.

1) Communication in the mother tongue - Use of the mother tongue in national groups, at work activities 
in the national team and in different situations during leisure.

2) Communication in foreign languages - Use of English as the 
official language of the project when working in mixed groups, 
group presentations and free time.

3) Mathematical and basic competences in science and 
technology - Debates and presentations evaluating arguments 
brought by other young people; discovering rations; drawing 
conclusions using logical models; use of equipment (speakers, 
laptop, projector, etc.)

4) Digital skills - The use of photo-video equipment for 
capturing and processing materials in order to make clips; 
use of Wi-Fi for searching information and social media for dissemination (Facebook, TikTok, Youtube, 
Instagram)

5) Learn to learn- During the project, using their active participation in our non-formal approaches, we 
will give participants a very high degree of independence within limits and this is the way they'll be able 
to learn, each person in varied contexts, of course.

6) Interpersonal and civic competences - Involvement in solving community problems related to the lack 
of involvement of young people in physical recreation activities, on a regular basis

7) Feeling of initiative and entrepreneurial spirit -behaving like a management team by planning some 
portion of the youth exchange in the national community and the entire group. Furthermore, they would 
show the ability to work flexibly and creatively in diverse teams.

8) Cultural and artistic expression - This is particularly important for our project, as this project brings 
together various cultures where, during cultural nights, we can learn new things and share ideas on how 

such issues function. Participants might become 
culturally conscious of the fact that cultures have 
very different.

In our daily life we can use those gained 
competences as they are connected to the soft 
skills.
Erasmus+ Enriching lives, opening minds!



toPIc 2: Issues in our countries

Wild animals urban areas
Solution: system policies and education

Corruption
Solution: public services, transparency

Youth involment
Solution: engage, inspire and connect in order to 
help and support youth in self-discovery
Youth opinion         action      changes (leading 
to new values and attitudes)

Incorrectly aimed education causes incorrect 
values and attitudes



enterpreneurship



toPIc 4: local ngos anD volunteering

Importance of volunteering        the motivation behind it

Local national, EU, worldwide opportunities        
organisations with volunteering opportunities

Panel discussions        representatives of local 
administration such as drug preventon centre, ESN and 
others

As a group of youngsters, we were able to interact and 
feel daily activities of three associations from Rijeka. 
Udruga Terra, Centar Tehničke Kulture Rijeka and ESN 
Rijeka talked about their contribution to the community, 
shared examples of good practices and explained 
challenges they face. 

The whole afternoon we spent in the city center with Urbani separe. They showed us how to transform 
public spaces into little oases for social gatherings. Together we cleaned up one "pocket park" that will 
become another spot for locals to hang out.

https://www.facebook.com/udruga.terra/
http://www.ctk-rijeka.hr/
https://www.facebook.com/ErasmusRijeka/
https://www.facebook.com/ErasmusRijeka/
https://www.facebook.com/urbanisepare/


toPIc 5: local authorities visit

City and County representatives presented us their work, as well as Zajednica sportova Primorsko-
goranske županije. Most important what we learned from them was examples of good practice of 
working with youth. We larned about Rijeka being the City for Youth, European City of sports and similar 
information.

Our expectations from the representatives are:

Put in contact the neighbourhoods

Arrange volunteering activities

Develop activities for local childer

Create healthy habits

http://www.sport-pgz.hr/
http://www.sport-pgz.hr/


toPIc 6: flash mob 

Purpose:
To attract people to join
To spread positivity
To make someone feel good by giving a free hug
To draw the attention of random people
To #BeActivE+

Impact:
People approached and smiled
They wanted to join as well

Improvement:
More time for preparation
More interaction with the audience

Is the flash mob useful:
Yes, for sharing smiles and positive vibes
No, because of the lack of deeper meaning

Issues we enountered:
Choosing the space
Fear because of the security in the mall
Close-minded people who judged our will to get out of our comfort zone



toPIc 7: viDeo/Photo session: iDentifieD issues

Example of a problem we encountered within the local community and/or on spot identified issues

2 Cleanliness of urbanistic and natural places

How and where it was noticed: 
On the street, in parks, on the beach

Solutions: 
Put pressure on the local government to put more trash bins.

The local authorities should manage facilities to formulate waste diversion plans within 
objective of making certain that there is convenient and proper waste disposal at 
landfills and waste transfer facilities
measures such as mandating equipment standards and re-routing of collection/
transfer can enchance the environmental performance of waste disposal operations.

Conclusion:
We believe that the photo/video link should be posted on social media so that as much 
as possible people can see it.



paRtneR oRganisation:
Loesje Bitola, Republic of North Macedonia
ASALT – Asociatia Sociala a Lucratorilor de Tinere, Romania
Európa Ifjúsága Egyesület, Hungary

Asociacion Juvenil Almenaras, Spain
Do Great Things. Latvia, Latvia

Host oRganization:

This brochure reflects the view of the author, and the Commission cannot be held 
responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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